
How many words can you 
find?

Challenge: Define 3 of your 
choice.

Super challenge: Use 4 in a 
sentence about the Norman 
Invasion



ASNE Pause, Reflect, Revise
Describe the key events of the Norman Invasion of England.

Explain why William was successful at this invasion.
Assess the success of the Norman Invasion so far.





Speak like a historian

1 point 2 points 3 points 5 points

Harold Godwinson 1066 Rewarding followers Marcher earldoms

William, Duke of 
Normandy

Contenders Tactics Edwin and Morcar

Invasion Feigned retreat Luck March on London

England Shield Wall Housecarls Submission of the 
earls

Battle of Hastings Cavaliers Battle of Stamford 
Bridge

Bayeux Tapestry 

Tell your partner the story of the Norman invasion so far. Use as many of the following as you can. You 
partner will highlight any word you use successfully. Aim: Score as many points as you can.

Reflection:

Use 4 terms you 
have not yet used 
to explain the 
events of the 
Norman invasion.

Already used them 
all? Write an 
answer using your 
top 4 choices.

Reflection:

3 minutes 3 minutes



Why did William win the Battle of Hastings?

Why did 
William win 
the Battle of 
Hastings?

Task 1: Next to the corresponding 
box can you explain how the 
picture links to the reason William 
won the Battle of Hastings? 

Example: The Four Leaf Clover is 
luck. How did luck help William win 
the Battle of Hastings?

Task 2: How does each hexagon link 
to the hexagon next to it? 

Example: How does luck link to the 
tactics used by William and Harold 
Godwinson?



How successful has the Norman Invasion 
been so far?
• On a scale of 1 to 10 

how successful has the 
invasion been so far? 

• Write your view on the 
post-it and put it on the 
board.

Complete failure Absolute resound successPartial failure Somewhat a 
failure/success

Partial success

Key words

1066

Invasion

Feigned retreat

Battle of Hastings

Rewards

Contenders

Marcher earldoms

Revolt of Edwin and Morcar

Geld tax

Motte and Bailey castle



How successful has the Norman Invasion 
been so far?

• The Norman invasion has been 
somewhat/partially/not at all a 
success so far because…

• For example,….
• This showed the Norman invasion 

was/was not a success because…
• Therefore the Norman invasion 

was/was not a success.

You should include:

• A judgement on the success 
of the Norman invasion.

• Evidence of how the 
invasion was successful/not 
successful.

• An explanation of why the 
invasion was/was not 
successful.

• A link to the question.

Complete failure Absolute resound successPartial failure Somewhat a 
failure/success

Partial success



How successful has the Norman Invasion 
been so far?

Complete failure Absolute resound successPartial failure Somewhat a 
failure/success

Partial success

WWW
• Included clear judgement
• Given good evidence of the invasion 

successes
• Explained the invasion successes
• Linked to the question
• Included evidence of invasion 

failures
• Explained invasion failures

EBI
• Include clear judgement
• Give good evidence of the invasion 

successes
• Explain the invasion successes
• Link to the question
• Include evidence of invasion failures
• Explain invasion failures



Key word bingo

1066 Rewarding followers Marcher earldoms Motte and bailey

Contenders Tactics Edwin Palisade 

Housecarls William Fyrd Normans

Feigned retreat Luck March on London Morcar
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